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Let Me Show You How I Repeatedly Piss Other Article Marketers Off..And Bank Loads of Cash Doing It...

Here's the deal! Article Marketing is indeed a great way to get tons of traffic and load your Affiliate and

paypal accounts with tons of cash. Unfortunately, chances are good that YOU ARE DOING IT WRONG!

Let me clarify that a bit... Are you following the Gurus of Article Marketing who always say the same

thing? Are you not seeing hundreds of visitors to your articles daily? Are you not making ridiculous

amounts of money from your efforts? If any of the above describe you... YOU'RE DOING IT WRONG!!!

Here are a couple of facts for you: I dominate EzineArticles I have made and continue to make tons of

cash from articles My writing sucks I have over a 40 CTR People on Internet Marketing Complain about

my tactics and don't even know it's me! EVIL ARTICLE MARKETING!!! Let me kick this off by first

apologizing... I'm sorry that I use black-hat tactics in my article marketing efforts I'm sorry that I have

offended so many of you I'm sorry that I don't have to work hard to dominate most of all... I'M SORRY

THAT I HAVE NOT TOLD YOU ABOUT THESE TACTICS EARLIER I STARTED OFF JUST LIKE YOU

Trust me when I tell you that I started my Article Marketing efforts the same way you did. I fumbled

through the process, whined when I didn't get good results, and followed the Article Marketing Gurus like

a sheep. The sad part is, I actually bought into the "right way" to do it for so long, that I wish I could punch

myself because of all the money I didn't make when I was doing it wrong. You see, I treated article

directories with the utmost respect. I tried to give them what they wanted, but in the end, they usually

ended up dumping on me anyway. Not to mention, the amount of competition, and the sheer number of

people submitting articles alwasy made it difficult to get steady and incredible numbers of traffic. THEN I

STARTED PAYING ATTENTION I studied article directories - Especially EzineArticles and payed close

attention to exactly how they worked. What they would accept and what they wouldn't accept. What kind

of articles perormed better, what titles performed better, what kind of resource boxes actually worked.

You'll probably be surprised to learn just as i was that there are SHORTCUTS that you can take to literally

dominate the niche of your choice. Want to dominate weight loss? NO PROBLEM! Want to dominate the

make money online niche in EZA? NO PROBLEM. I will show you exactly how you can start to dominate
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them RIGHT AWAY! ALL THE SUDDEN IT WAS EASY At first, i felt a little guilty about just how easy it

was to "abuse the system" and make killer profits from it. However, when I realized just how easy it was

and just how little work I actually had to do, my feelings quickly changed. All of the sudden I was getting

hundreds or thousands of views a day, a 40 CTR on average, and a steady flow of sales into my

ClickBank account and later my CPA accounts. I have to warn you though that these strategies are a little

on the "black" side. No, they do not violate any Terms of Service, No, you are not scamming anyone, and

no, you are not breaking the law. You would however be taking full advantage of article directories by

giving them your "throw away" content and getting more views, click throughs, and sales than even most

of the "gurus". BE A SHEEP IF YOU WANT Listen, if you want to keep following the same tired advice

that has been floating around the internet for years and years, feel free. But, think about it for a

minute...what has that advice made you in bank so far? Are you still sitting around wondering how to get

more views? Still trying to figure out how to get a higher CTR? Still trying to figure out how to get your

article ranked on the first page of Google for your keyword? I know a lot of you are, because I get PM's

and emails all the time asking me how these things can be improved. Most of the time I don't even

answer because I wasn't ready for this stuff to be public knowledge and I didn't want to regurgitate the

same info that everyone else is saying. Hell, I don't even participate in Article Marketing discussions here

on the forum anymore. Seriously, look at my posts and you will see that I have seperated myself from

those topics. YOU CAN PISS PEOPLE OFF TOO! Over the past couple months, several people on this

forum have complained about me without even knowing it. They start a thread on the Main Discussion

forum wondering "How did this guy get 40,000 views in a month" and "How did this guy get 50,000

backlinks in a couple months". Yup, in many cases, I AM THAT GUY. I own the niches that I want when it

comes to Article Marketing and I extract ridiculous amounts of traffic and cash from them. If you decide to

get this method and put the tactics into practice, I highly suggest that you use a pen name. NONE OF

THIS IS HYPE!!! Seriously, I have tried to make this sales letter with as little hype as possible. Nothing

I've said here is HYPE. It is all 100 FACT. I know that a lot of you think that the things that I've talked

about here are not possible. Once you see what is inside this report and the videos chances are good you

are going to be saying "HOLY $!" Yes, these techniques are not only 100 real, but also VERY EASY. You

don't have to be a good writer - Hell, english doesn't even have to be your primary language. I GIVE YOU

ALL THE TOOLS AND INFORMATION YOU NEED! Inside of the package that you are going to



download you will get a PDF, videos, and all the other tools necessary to put this plan into action

immediately. I even tell you how you can outsource the entire process for about $10 a day if you don't

want to do it yourself. I even include a video to train the person you hire if you don't want to do it yourself.

This could literally be a hands-free and auto-pilot income stream for you. Yes, I said hands free and

auto-pilot! THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FAILURE AND SUCCESS The sales letter is over. Now it is up

to you to decide whether you are going to continue to blindly follow the same regurgitated, tired, rehashed

information that is publicly available and obviously doesn't work for the majority of people. OR You can

learn MY SECRETS and trust me, this stuff really is SECRET to dominating Article Marketing regardless

of the niche. The things that are contained in this report have never been discussed here on the forum or

anywhere else for tha matter with the exception of certain portions that I have shared with my private

coaching students...and guess what? THEY DOMINATE. Are you ready to dominate?...
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